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LOOKING AHEAD
BY DAVID LEWIS, PRESIDENT

Now that we’re mostly back to normal, we have mixed in the old with the
new, having community wide meals interspersed with more intimate
apartment Shabbos dinners, where everyone gets a chance to know their
peers in a much smaller setting. This year has obviously brought on its own
host of challenges, but also has reminded us why what we do here is so
valuable. Welcoming a new group of innocent first years who don't know
about the reg and seeing them integrate with the rest of the community is
really amazing. I am beyond grateful to be in this position where I am able to
help facilitate and lead the amazing community that we have here.
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Student Perspectives
First Year

By: Akiva Shlomovich
I arrived on campus with hardly any students here, and it was a
weird experience. The campus was oddly quiet, and my dorm was even
quieter. When I got to davening that night for Sukkot, I found where all of
the people were. It was relieving to finally meet the people I had texted
and emailed before arriving. After davening, the president of Yavneh
introduced himself to us and invited everyone to join him for dinner.
There were nine freshmen and a few students from other grades who
came out to the sukkah to eat. We were there until midnight, schmoozing
and just talking about moving in and the classes we were taking.
As the weeks went on, the number of students tripled, and there are now close to 70 students here. I
was surprised by how friendly everyone was and still continues to be. I’m always excited for the Friday
night hangouts, Shabbat board games and corn hole, walking to the Point with friends, and of course
amazing food and snacks. The events hosted by Yavneh every week are a great way to take a break
from work and spend more time with friends. I’m looking forward to a year filled with these amazing
things, and so much more.

Second Year
By: Clara Sandler
Being a second year at the University of Chicago this year is truly a
unique experience. On the one hand, everything is familiar. On the
other, everything is new. I walk around with a backpack filled with
school supplies, sit in the dining halls and run into people throughout
the day in places I did not know it was possible to run into people. I sit
in the library surrounded by my friends, being half productive on Alevel in a social environment that did not exist when I either sat alone
at my Reg reservation or studied in my room. The Hillel great room is
the best place for an afternoon shmooze -- a place I was deprived of for
most of last year.
This is to say that there are a lot of great things about the University of Chicago that I am only
beginning to discover. But one thing that has remained constant is my love for Yavneh and the
community and friends I have fully immersed myself in over the last year. And now that COVID is
mostly over, and we’re able to have Seuda Shlishit again, full-on tishes and indoor tefilla, my
appreciation and enthusiasm for what is effectively my friend group has only intensified. And beyond
the University of Chicago, Zipcar trips to the North Side to explore the Kosher food options outside of
Hyde Park’s dining halls and play music too loudly while driving down Lake Shore Drive.
This is a one-of-a-kind community, fostering meaningful relationships between grades. I feel so
lucky to experience all these fun things as I navigate the challenges of college and lots of work. And I
owe it all to Yavneh -- the people with whom I get to experience this all with.
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Dvar Torah
By: Adina Ziv and Talia Elkin

Parshat Vayera includes one of the best-known stories of Sefer Bereshit–the destruction of
Sdom and Amorah. After Hashem decides to level the cities, he sends two angels out to them, and
Lot invites the angels into his house. They encourage him and his family to flee the city, and give
them strict instructions to hurry and not look back, lest they be swept away with the city. After
finding refuge in the city of Tzoar, Lot’s wife looked back and was turned into a pillar of salt.
Rashi quotes a midrash that this punishment was commensurate with her unkindness
toward her neighbors in refusing to lend them salt. Lot, wanting his wife to partake in the mitzvah
of welcoming guests, asked her to bring them salt. In a plot to
remove the guests from their home, Lot’s wife asked a
neighbor to borrow salt instead of providing it on her own,
thereby informing the townspeople that Lot was harboring
guests. For this sin, she was punished by being turned into a
pillar of salt. However, by answering this question, Rashi gives
rise to another: why was Lot’s wife punished when she looked
back? Her sin occurred well before this event. Why was she
punished now? What is the connection between her sin and
her glance back that led to her death?
Rabbi Yehonasan Gefen writes that in order to answer
this question, we must examine what motivated Lot’s wife to
look back at the destruction. He points out that Lot’s wife was
not the only one to look at the destruction; in fact, just two
pesukim later, Avraham does the same thing. Chizkuni
comments that he did this in order to see if ten righteous
people had been found, on whose merit Sdom would be saved. Avraham’s motivations here were
selfless–he was concerned about the fate of the city. The word used to describe his act is lehashkif,
which connotes looking based on deep thought. In contrast, Lot’s wife’s action is described with the
word lehabit, which is more of an unthinking glance.
Her glance clearly did not come from a place of pity or sorrow, Rabbi Yehonasan Geffen
writes, as we know from her previous actions towards her neighbors. So then why was she looking?
It seems as if she was looking purely out of curiosity rather than kindness.
The curiosity of Lot’s wife was the cause of her demise. Curiosity is a trait that appears to be
harmless, or even good when used for the sake of learning. However, if curiosity is misapplied, it
can be quite detrimental. At the best of times, curiosity for its own sake can be a waste of time, and
at the worst of times, leads to speaking unfavorably about others and involvement in unseemly
affairs. The punishment of Lot’s wife teaches us this valuable lesson; we must discern between
curiosity in the pursuit of knowledge, or for selfless causes, and curiosity for the sake of gaining
unnecessary information about others.
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Sights around Hyde park
By Rebecca Barel

COMING SOON!!!!!

Catching up with Uchicago Alum
By: Julia Book

What are you up to know? How has Yavneh impacted your life so far?
I'm currently a second-year PhD student in Physics at Harvard. I spend my time, much like I did at
UChicago, going from psets to coffee breaks to planning things for the Jewish community. Yavneh
was perhaps the formative organization of my college experience - the folks in Yavneh were my
community, my closest friends, the people I saw in the morning st shacharit and hung out with every
shabbat. In serving as president, I learned how to manage an organization, lead a
community and discovered a source of fulfillment I'd never
imagined. It's inspired me to stay involved in Jewish communal life
- I'm now founder and director of a new OU program called Afikim,
which focuses on community-building among modern Orthodox
college graduates.
What's a favorite memory you have from your time in
Yavneh?
I can't choose just one memory - any time I was sitting in Hillel,
arguing over something esoteric or silly (where's Harper 's front
entrance?) was wonderful, and I think back on those moments
fondly
Anything else you want to add?
Harvard Hillel has a custom cornhole set. Just saying.
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A Day in the Life of a Yavneh
Student
By Gabe Schorr
Disclaimer: The author and this publication do not endorse Christian doctrine. Christianity is wack. So
is Nazism. And dill.
7:15 am. My alarm goes off, and one of three things is about to happen:
1) My alarm, my most uncompromising commander, blares from the bathroom, demanding that I
trek across the room silence it. But I am no less disciplined than this unwavering foe. 'Tis but an
iPhone alarm, I think to myself. And so, it’ll shut itself off after 15 minutes. I can wait, resisting its power
and enduring its scream. Thus am I locked in a battle of will with my alarm. It commands me to rise
while sneering at me, challenging me to wait out its torturous screech. I win, beginning my day with
the discipline to not wake up for Shacharit.
2) My alarm blares from across the room. I lack the discipline to resist my cunning foe so early in the
morning. I relent. I rise, sighing, and open the blinds, flooding my room with yellow, natural light. I
shuffle into the bathroom to take care of bidness. I walk back into my bedroom, empty of bladder
and clean of mouth. It’s only 7:21! There’s plenty of time before I need to walk to Hillel. Enough time,
in fact, for a short, refreshing power nap. The world dims to black as sleep welcomes me in its warm
embrace. Oops.
3) I wake up and go to Shacharit. It happens on occasion.
[Read iff (1) or (2) is true.] 9:00 rapidly approaches. I wake up with no help from my alarm. I check
the time and let loose a string of expletives. Class is soon! I rise from my bed like Jesus on the third
day. Well, sort of. Jesus didn’t rise from my bed on the third day. That would be weird. Whatever. I
rose—as did Jesus on the third day—from my bed. Anyway, I run to the bathroom, where I micturate,
wash my hands, brush my teeth, and mouthwash. I use Crest 3D White toothpaste and Jewel-Osco
brand mouthwash. I find it just as effective as Listerine at a much more modest price.
Morning classes. I walk into my first class of the day, where— [The author would like you to know that
the original entry was redacted, because the spineless Yavneh leadership didn’t have the guts to
publish it, making them both spineless and gutless. However, the author still recommends that you
donate to Yavneh, gut- and spine-lessness notwithstanding. Because—let’s be honest—whether you
donate to Yavneh has zero to do with spines, guts, or any other organ for that matter. You donate to
Yavneh so your kid doesn’t go off the derech and marry someone named Vick.]
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Lunchtime! I go to Hillel to eat in peace. I make a beeline for the coffee nook, where Rabbi Anna has
just laid out some snacks. I choke down a mug of mud-thick coffee and take my Ziploc bag of curry
to the Great Room to eat with my friends. Several flocks of Jews fill the space. A group of computer
science nerds sits hunched around a table, trying to re-open Microsoft Word after it quit
unexpectedly. A group of first years sits on the couches and explains why Plato was, in fact, stupid.
And a most eclectic group sits in a circle in the middle of the room, passing off their quasi-heresy as
frumkeit. Hannah and Rav Yehudah walk in with a small child-like thing. It doesn’t join in the
philosophical discussions.
More class. See ‘9:30’ for full details.
Work. Class is over, and so begins the real grind. There’s no time to waste. Well, actually there’s
plenty. And I make sure to take advantage of all of it. I start out in the Reg, where I kick off my slides
and nestle cozily in a chair. I’m ready for a long haul. After 30 seconds I notice the uncomfortable
feeling of my warm, damp breath condensing under my mask. I readjust the mask in vain until, at
long last, I give up. Hillel might be more comfy… As I walk into Hillel I’m confronted with two options:
Go to the third floor—away from fellow Hillel-goers—and be productive, or “work” on the first floor,
where friends are sure to distract me. Easy choice. I sit on the first floor with one eye on my
computer and the other on the nearest distraction. Here, constantly distracted and surrounded by
friends, game theory isn’t too bad.
It’s sometime after 12:00 am. I slide into bed and read until my eyelids grow heavy and I gently fall
asleep. Or I watch YouTube videos until 3:00 am, at which point I hate myself for having wasted so
much precious sleep time, and fade angrily to sleep. After what seems like only seconds it’s 7:15.
My alarm goes off, and one of three things is about to happen…

Gabe Schorr rose to fame with his
Academy Award-winning portrayal of
Troy Bolton in the High School Musical
trilogy, which is commonly regarded as
the best portrayal of Bolton to grace
the silver screen. His roles in other
classics, such as 17 Again and Dirty
Grandpa, have cemented his status as
one of the great performers of our
time. His Venmo is @Gabriel-Schorr.
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How to Get Involved
As this is our inaugural newsletter, we would love to hear feedback on how
we can improve for the next one. Please let us know via email at
bklestzick@uchicago.edu with any comments or contributions for future issues.
We would also love your help with disseminating this newsletter, as we are sure
we missed so many past graduates. Please pass it along to classmates that you
think would enjoy this. If you are someone who did not receive this newsletter
and would like to receive future ones, please email bklestzick@uchicago.edu or
fill out this form, https://forms.gle/PBB3HXuPW3ZwynJU8\
If you would like to not receive future newsletters please fill out this form,
https://forms.gle/CmKUFKT2sQWQQXLV9
Yavneh appreciates any and all donations towards furthering the success of
Jewish life on campus. If you would like to contribute, please follow this link:
https://www.paypal.com/donate?
token=rnR8krxiu2YGH8yzXHdf1cqNp8iODRnIy1xc3EqhPBD2SCluu0pyaQ81iaT1K
p5XaIoWZ0Xl0LJmVe-E
Additionally, we have a Venmo @Yavneh-Treasurer and we accept checks
made out to Yavneh of Hyde Park at 5715 S Woodlawn Ave, Chicago, IL 60637.
We provide a receipt for anyone that would like one. If you have any questions
regarding donations please email our delightful treasurer
slagerh@uchicago.edu.
To contact our president with questions, concerns or out of pure
boredom, please email dnlewis92@uchicago, our faithful president. (Feel free to
bother him with anything. Seriously, anything)
Thank you so much for reading and we look forward to hearing from you!!
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Mazel Tov

Congrats to our laining victors for learning the
most psukim last year, and everyone who also
helped out but didn't get first place.
Our winners are:
Fall 2020: Gabe Schorr
Winter 2021: Gabe Schorr and Yehuda Ganan
(Yes, it was a tie with 343 Pseukim a piece
No, I don't know how it happened)
Spring 2021: Ethan Lewis
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